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Atelys Jewelry, Handmade in the Turks and Caicos.

Larimar, the “Caribbean Gemstone” only found in 

the Dominican Republic, set in .925 sterling silver. 

Each comes with an 18” sterling silver chain.

See page 24 for more styles

$105

Larimar Pendant Necklace



Welcome to the 
BoutiquE!

We invite you to browse our catalog where you 

will find an array of gifts and accessories from 

exceptional brands you know and love, and 

discover the newest items that will surely become 

old favorites.

From swimwear by Onia, to unique jewelry pieces 

found only in Turks and Caicos, our catalog is filled 

with hand-selected items for our discerning guests.

In this edition you will also find woven beach 

towels, natural beach totes, Beach Enclave logo 

wear, and many other items to remember your stay 

with us.

Whether you are looking for the perfect 

complement to your wardrobe or searching for a 

special gift, we hope you find the BoutiquE to be 

your premiere resource.

Tel: 1 649 941-7577 or 1 866 580-1675 
Email: experiences@beachenclave.com
www.beachenclave.com

Atelys Jewelry 

Handmade in the Turks and Caicos.

$20

on cover:

BE Bracelet



4 Women's Swimwear

Isabella One-Piece

The Isabella exudes femininity with 

frontal vertical seaming and corset-like 

molding at the bust to accentuate the 

figure. The cups are lightly padded, with 

added underwire and adjustable straps for 

comfort and optimal support

$195

Adjustable straps
Lightly padded cups with darted details
Hidden underwire
Princess seaming on front and back
Model is 5’9” and wearing a size Small
87% Nylon and 13% Spandex

Color: Red Seersucker

Size: XS S M L XL
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Kelly One-Piece

The Kelly is a classic style, featuring 

a low scoop back and hidden 

seams. Double layered to prevent 

transparency when exposed to 

water.

$195

Fully lined
Hidden seams
Deep scoop back
Moderate coverage
Model is 5’9” and wearing a size Small
87% Nylon and 13% Spandex

Color: Palm Leaves

Size: XS S M L XL



6 Women's Swimwear
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Rochelle Bottom: Defined by 

sharp, clean-lined seaming 

and minimal coverage, our 

Rochelle bottom is ideal for 

those who prefer a more 

revealing fit.

Top $95, Bottom $95

Color: Black

Size: XS S M L XL

Kirsten Top + 
Rochelle Bottom 
Bikini

Balconette style with plunge 
opening at center
Wide, fi xed straps
Adjustable, matte hardware at back
Removable, padded cups



8 Women's Activewear

(back view)

Glossy Tank
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Glossy Tank & Molly Tank

The ultimate combination of 

comfort, style and functionality. 

It features a racer back design 

and is Made from a quick drying 

lightweight spandex/jersey blend.

Color: Glossy Tank (Hot Coral & Peach Pink

Molly Tank (black)

Size: one size

Glossy Tank $35, Molly Tank $36

Molly Tank



10 Women's Activewear

Cut Out Capri

The Kelly is a classic style, 

featuring a low scoop back and 

hidden seams. Double layered 

to prevent transparency when 

exposed to water.

$80

Fully lined
Hidden seams
Deep scoop back
Moderate coverage
Model is 5’9” and wearing a size Small
87% Nylon and 13% Spandex

Color: Stripe or Black

Size: S/M  M/L  L/XL
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12 Men's Swimwear

Color: White 

Size: M L XL XXL

Color: Grenadine

Size: S M L XL XXL

60% Cotton 40% Polyester
This  fabric has a bit of give in it for a relaxed, 
eff ortless drape, and resists creasing.

5” inseam
15” outseam
100% polyester
Elasticized waistband
Quick-drying nylon adjustable drawstring
Superfi ne mesh lining
Two deep, reinforced side pockets
Rear pocket with hidden zipper
Model is 6’1” and wearing a size medium

Opposite

The crewneck features screen-

printed graphics on a background of 

ultra-lightweight blended cotton. It’s 

cut for an effortless straight fit and 

has a vintage finish, that provides 

supreme softness and a slightly 

broken-in feel from the get go.

The Charles’ refined feel comes from 

tailoring inspired by traditional swim 

trunks. Quick-dry fabric makes it an 

easy wear after your swim - all you’ll 

need is a simple shirt.

Johnny Tee

Charles Swim Trunks
$125

$65





14 Men's Swimwear

Designed for looking sharp in 

balmy climates, the Vacation Shirt 

is offered in a relaxed button-down 

shape that manages to be both 

casual and crisp. Pointed collar, short 

sleeves and a straight hem with side 

slits.

$110

$140

Vacation Shirt

Buttoned placket
Pointed collar
Short sleeves
Straight hem
Seam slits at side hem
Model is 6’1” wearing size 
medium
100% linen

Color: White 

Size: M  L XL XXL

Charles Swim Trunks

Opposite

The Charles’ refined feel comes from 

tailoring inspired by traditional swim 

trunks. Quick-dry fabric makes it an 

easy wear after your swim - all you’ll 

need is a simple shirt.

5” inseam
15” outseam
100% polyester
Elasticized waistband
Quick-drying nylon adjustable drawstring
Superfi ne mesh lining
Two deep, reinforced side pockets
Rear pocket with hidden zipper
Model is 6’1” and wearing a size medium

Color: Sunrise 

Size: S M L XL XXL





16 Men's Swimwear

Long-Sleeve Rash Guard

Crafted from contemporary, quick-

drying performance fabric, Onia’s 

Long Sleeve Color Block Sim Tee 

offers a classic, comfortable t-shirt 

fit with added functionality of 

SPF20 sun protection

$55

Crewneck long sleeve t-shirt
Classic fi t
Made from quick-drying 100% polyester
SPF20 sun protection
Model is 6’1” wearing size medium

Color: Navy/White

Size: M L XL XXL
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Calder Swim Shorts

The Calder resembles a classic chino 

short with a 7.5” inseam that lands 

above the knee at just the right spot. 

It is similar in texture to a cotton 

pique and is comfortably soft against 

the skin.

$145

7.5” inseam
17.5” outseam
Superfi ne mesh lining
Custom antique nickel hardware
Zip front fl y and snap closure at waistband
Internal quick drying nylon adjustable drawstring
Two deep, reinforced, double-lined inside 
pockets
Rear pocket with hidden snap
Rear locker lop
Model is 6’1” and wearing a size 32
90% Nylon 10% Spandex

Color: Navy Micro Gingham 

Size: 30 32 34 36 38



18 Men's Activewear
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Whether it’s for a hot summer day 

or a workout, Onzie boardshorts 

are the perfect everyday short. The 

boardshort comes with side pockets 

and drawstring waist to get you just 

the right fit.

Our Raglan Short Sleeve shirt has 

slimming lines and hits at just the 

right spot on your hips. Made from a 

super soft jersey spandex blend.

$48

$55

Color: Wolf Gray & Black 

Size: S/M  M/L  L/XL

Color: Wolf Gray & Black

Size: S/M  M/L  L/XL

Boardshorts

Raglan Tee

Right

Left



20 Accessories

Soeur Du Maroc – Valencia Tote

Large Straw Tote with multi-colored rope 

handles adorned with tassels.  A cotton interior 

lining which doubles as a drawstring closure 

to protect your belongings from sun, sand and 

travel! 

Handmade in Morocco.

Color: Cherry/Bleu (left), Rio (right), Dune, Black/White

$175
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Atelys Jewelry, Handmade in the Turks and Caicos.

The conch shell necklace is made from a casting of a 

baby conch shell, using the lost wax casting. It is the 

perfect keepsake of Turks and Caicos.

Conch Shell Necklace, $20

Conch Shell Necklace



22 Accessories



EXCLUSIVE
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Exclusive scarf from Sea Sage, based 

on a print taken at Beach Enclave 

North Shore. 

Hand-finished in the turks and caicos.

Dry Clean only 

$270

Sea Sage Scarf



24 Accessories

Atelys Jewelry, Handmade in the Turks and Caicos.

Larimar, the “Caribbean Gemstone” only found in 

the Dominican Republic, set in .925 sterling silver. 

Each comes with an 18” sterling silver chain

Large (this page) $145, Small (opposite) $105

Larimar Pendant Necklaces
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26 Accessories

Designed to be small and light enough to keep in your bag, 

and quick to dry. Perfect for use in the bathroom, at the gym, 

outdoors, or on trips away for the night. The soft gauze layer 

also makes a great blanket or wrap for babies.

$130

Ikeuchi Organic Towel
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Fouta Spa Towel

100% Pure Cotton Towel, flat weave, 

grey with off white stripes all 

through.

$100



28 Accessories

Atelys Jewelry, Handmade in the Turks and Caicos.

Sea glass set in .925 sterling silver.  

Comes with an 18” sterling silver chain.

$85

Seaglass Necklace
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Absolutely Natural Sunscreen SPF 30

Available for adults and kids.

6 oz., $26
6 oz., $22

Absolutely Natural Aloe 
Recovery Gel

Sea Sox

Perfect to wear playing sports, 

exercising, or at the beach, pool. 

The shoes feature a pull toggle 

at the heel for a perfect fit. Mesh 

material dries quickly and protects 

the feet from dirt.

Color: Black

Size: Women’s 5 6 7 8 9

Men’s 8 9 10 11

Men’s/Women’s $40



EXCLUSIVE

30 Accessories

BE Cap

BE Beach Enclave Exclusive hats in 

either stingray or conch shell design.

Color: White or Khaki

Size: one size

$35

(back view)
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BE Logo Shirt
Adult (unisex) & Youth $35

100% Cotton

Color: White

Size: Adult S M L XL

Youth S M L



Tel: 1 649 941-7577 or 1 866 580-1675 
Email: experiences@beachenclave.com
www.beachenclave.com


